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ALBERTA SECURITIES COMMISSION 
RELEASES NEW RECORD PRODUCTION RULE 
Case Summary

The Alberta Securities Commission (“ASC”) has recently released a new rule that governs how companies and 
individuals that are the subject of ASC investigations must produce records requested by the ASC. ASC Rule 15-503 
Production of Records, and its companion policy, comes into effect on March 1, 2014.

The most significant change resulting from Rule 15-503 is the requirement that all relevant and material electronic 
documents must be delivered to the ASC in their original, native electronic format with the “metadata” still intact. 
Metadata is generally defined as the information embedded inside an electronic document that reveals the date and 
time the record was created and edited, as well as who created or edited the document. Rule 15-503 requires that 
the electronic files must be delivered to the ASC intact, and that removing metadata or other information from the 
documents may lead to additional charges or sanctions by the ASC.

Rule 15-503 also provides new guidance on the means by which hardcopy records and proprietary electronic files 
should be delivered to the ASC in the course of an investigation.

Rule 15-503 places a significant new burden on companies or individuals in investigations to preserve and maintain 
the integrity of electronic records, as well as properly deliver those records to the ASC during the course of an 
investigation. The ASC has warned that it will view the removal of metadata and other embedded information no 
different than erasing or otherwise obscuring relevant information from a paper document.

As was seen in the recent case of Poseidon Concepts Corp., the ASC may take the position that any documents  
that appear to be redacted, edited or otherwise incomplete may obstruct the ASC’s investigations, and could  
ultimately lead to a charge of obstruction of justice as it did in that case (the charge was later withdrawn).  
Given the new technical requirements placed on investigated companies as a result of Rule 15-503, and the 
proliferation of electronic documents, individuals and companies who are being investigated by the ASC are strongly 
encouraged to contact their legal counsel as soon as possible to help facilitate the document production process. 
Borden Ladner Gervais LLP has a highly sophisticated litigation support team that can provide you with cost-efficient 
advice on how to best comply with regulatory and civil litigation document production and retention issues.
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